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Abstract

Lassa virus (LASV) is a notorious human pathogen in West Africa. Its class I trimeric spike complex displays a
distinct architecture, and its cell entry mechanism involves unique attributes not shared by other related
viruses. We determined the crystal structure of the GP2 fusion glycoprotein from the spike complex of LASV
(GP2LASV) in its post-fusion conformation. GP2LASV adopts a canonical helical bundle configuration similarly
to other viruses in its family. The core packing of GP2LASV, however, is more organized compared to GP2 from
other viruses reducing the formation of internal hydrophobic cavities. We demonstrate a link between the
formation of such unfavorable hydrophobic cavities and the efficiencies of membrane fusion and cell entry.
Our study suggests that LASV has evolved a more efficient membrane fusogen compared to other viruses
from its family by optimizing the post-fusion configuration of its GP2 module.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The Arenaviridae family of viruses hosts many
viral species [1,2], of which some can infect humans
and cause severe diseases [3–6]. Lassa virus
(LASV), which resides in rodents from theMastomys
genus and is endemic to West Africa [2], is the most
prevalent mammalian-born hemorrhagic fever Are-
navirus (mammarenavirus) [7]. For entering cells,
mammarenaviruses utilize trimeric class I glycopro-
tein spike complexes on their membrane envelopes
for attaching to their cellular receptors as well as to
facilitate membrane fusion of the virus with its host
[8–12]. These spike complexes are translated as
glycoprotein precursors (GPCs) that are first cleaved
by cellular signal peptidase and later by subtilisin
kexin isozyme-1/site-1 protease to give a stable
signal peptide as well as glycoproteins 1 and 2 (GP1
and GP2) that make together the functional spikes,
which ultimately consist of three fully processed
GPCs [13–16]. The GP1 modules mediate attach-
ment to the cellular receptors [17,18] and the
membrane-encored GP2 modules mediate mem-
brane fusion at a late endosomal compartment to
allow viral invasion into the cytoplasm [10,19,20].
r Ltd. All rights reserved.
Membrane fusion by class I viral fusogens is thought
to follow a specific set of structural rearrangements.
Upon triggering, the native GP2 first extends to allow
special hydrophobic loops, termed the fusion loops,
to penetrate the target membrane and then these
short-lived extended intermediates collapse to a
characteristic helical bundle configuration that forces
the viral and the target membranes into proximity,
which drives fusion (reviewed in Ref. [19]).
It has been increasingly appreciated in recent

years that mammarenaviruses utilize multiple cell
entry strategies that fundamentally differ from one
another. While most mammarenaviruses that are
endemic to South and North Americas (New World
mammarenaviruses) utilize transferrin receptor-1 as
a cell-entry receptor [18,21–26], the Africa-endemic
Old World mammarenaviruses mostly utilize α-
dystroglycan [27–30] and in some conditions other
alternative receptors [31,32]. The recently emerged
Lujo mammarenavirus utilizes neuropilin-2 for cell
entry [17,33]. Hence, there is substantial diversity in
receptor usage among viruses of this family.
Moreover, during entry, LASV switches from α-
dystroglycan to lysosomal-associated membrane
protein 1 (LAMP1) [34] that promotes the triggering
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Fig. 1. Determining the crystal structure of GP2LASV. (a) Chromatogram showing the elution profile of GP2LASV from
size exclusion column before (blue) and after (black) cleavage of the Hisx6 tag. An inset shows SDS-PAGE analysis of the
GP2LASV before and after cleavage using Coomassie staining. The presence of several glycoforms is evident. (b) Ribbon
diagram of the trimeric GP2LASV in top and side views (upper and lower images, respectively). Each of the three chains that
compose the trimeric structure is shown in a different color. The first N-acetylglucosamine of a glycan attached to Asn395
is shown as sticks. The termini of a representative chain are marked as well as the expected location of the lipid membrane
for context. (c) Multiple-sequence alignment of GP2 subunits from Lassa (LASV), Lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus
(LCMV) and Guanarito (GTOV) mammarenaviruses showing the organization of the secondary structure elements as
observed in the crystal structure. The numbering of the amino acids is based on the sequence of Lassa glycoprotein. Fully
conserved residues are highlighted with a red background, and partially conserved residues are shown in red. The location
of the disulfide bridge is designated with the figure “1.” The symbol ”Ψ” marks the observed glycosylated site. This
graphical representation was generated by ESPript [44] (http://espript.ibcp.fr). (d) Superimposition of the three chains of
GP2LASV that were modeled in the crystallographic asymmetric unit and make one complete trimer. The chains are
represented as tubes with a width that is proportional to their B-factor.
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Table 1. Data collection and refinement statistics

PDB ID 5OMI

Data collection
Wavelength (Å) 0.9762
Space group C2221
Cell dimensions
(Å, °)

a = 58.32, b = 103.43, c = 171.55,
α = β = γ = 90

Resolution (Å) 49.52–2.56 (2.65–2.56)a

Rmeas (%) 7.5 (171.8)a

Rpim (%) 2.9 (66.1)a

CC1/2 99.7 (66.2)a

I/σI 13.8 (1.1)a

Completeness (%) 99.9 (100.0)a

Multiplicity 6.6
Wilson B-factor (Å2) 69.8
Total reflections 112,332
Unique reflections 17,135

Refinement
Resolution (Å) 49.52–2.56
No. of reflections 17,098
Rwork/Rfree (%)b 23.7/28.7
No. of atoms
Protein 2665
Ligand/ion 45
Water 4
TLS groups 14

Model quality
MolProbity
(score, %-ile)

1.58, 99th

B factors
Protein, ligand/ion,

water
114, 162, 75

Ramachandran
Favored, allowed,

outliers (%)
99.0, 1.0, 0.0

Rotamers
Favored, Poor (%) 96.6, 0.3

Root mean square
deviations
Bond length (Å) 0.006
Bond angles (°) 0.935

a Values in parentheses are for the highest-resolution shell.
b Test set size for calculating Rfree was 10% (1713 reflections).
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of the spike complex and facilitates efficient cell entry
[35], a mechanism that is not shared by other Old
World mammarenaviruses [36]. The different cell
entry mechanisms determine the efficiency of cell
entry and may thus ultimately affect the virulence of
these viruses.
Since LASV is a critical human pathogen, sub-

stantial effort is devoted for studying its spike
complex and its cell entry process at the molecular
level. We previously determined the structure of its
GP1 receptor-binding module in a primed conforma-
tion and identified regions that are important for
binding to LAMP1 [37]. The Ollmann–Saphire
laboratory recently deciphered the native conforma-
tion of the trimeric ectodomain portion from the spike
complex of LASV (GPCLASV) [38]. This structure
revealed the native conformations of both the GP1
and GP2 modules. The complete GPCLASV in the
context of the membrane was also studied at low
resolution using electron microscopy [39]. This study
revealed that the trimeric spike undergoes pH-
induced conformation changes that likely prepare it
to bind LAMP1 [39], prior to triggering of membrane
fusion. This study further provided a low-resolution
reconstruction of the LASV GP2 portion (GP2LASV)
membrane-embedded stem in the post-fusion con-
formation after the dissociation of GP1 [39]. Surpris-
ingly, this density differed from the expected
canonical post-fusion helical bundle that character-
ize class I fusogens [39]. Post-fusion structures of
GP2 modules of mammarenaviruses were previous-
ly determined: The structures of GP2 from the Old
World lymphocytic choriomeningitis mammarena-
virus (GP2LCMV) [40] and subsequently of GP2
from the New World guanarito mammarenavirus
(GP2GTOV) [41] were determined using x-ray crys-
tallography, revealing canonical six-helical bundles.
It was thus highly intriguing whether GP2LASV also
adopts a six-helical bundle configuration in its post-
fusion state, and whether such putative configuration
differs from the GP2 modules of other mammarena-
viruses. In this study, we present the post-fusion
structure of GP2LASV that was determined using x-
ray crystallography. We found that it nevertheless
adopts a six-helical bundle configuration. We further
identified critical differences in the packing of its core
compared to other GP2 modules of mammarena-
viruses, which influence its fusogenic activity. These
differences provide a partial explanation for the
virulence of LASV.
Results

GP2LASV adopts a canonical helical bundle fold
in its post-fusion conformation

As part of an effort to better understand the
differences in cell entry mechanisms of LASV
compared to other mammarenaviruses, we deter-
mined the structure of its GP2 fusogen in a post-
fusion conformation. For that, we constructed a
truncated version of GP2LASV spanning residues
306–421, which is lacking the N-terminal hydropho-
bic fusion peptides as well as the transmembrane
and cytoplasmic regions, following the same general
strategy that was previously used to solve the
structures of GP2LCMV [40] as well as of GP2GTOV
[41]. We used a 6xHis affinity tag followed by a TEV
(tobacco etch virus) cleavage site at the N′ terminus
of the protein to facilitate affinity purification. We
further introduced a Cys310 to serine mutation to
avoid having an unpaired cysteine residue after
eliminating its partner disulfide bond cysteine at the
N′ terminus of the protein. This construct readily
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expressed using insect cells and yielded a well-
defined peak using size exclusion chromatography
(Fig. 1a). The elution volume suggested a molecular
weight of about 40 kDa, implying that GP2LASV
exists as a trimer in solution (Fig. 1a). Subsequently,
the 6xHis affinity tag was removed using enzymatic
cleavage with TEV for making the GP2LASV suitable
for crystallization (Fig. 1a).
Using vapor diffusion in sitting drops, we obtained

GP2LASV crystals in various conditions but most
crystals diffracted poorly. After substantial screening
efforts, we were able to record a complete x-ray
diffraction data set at 2.6-Å resolution (Table 1).
Using the structure of GP2LCMV (PDB ID: 3MKO) as
a search model, we found a molecular replacement
solution for GP2LASV. The final model consists of
three GP2LASV protomers that closely interact with
each other, forming a canonical six-helical bundle
(Fig. 1b). Electron density allowed modeling of
residues 304–418, 304–417, and 303–416 for the
“A,” “B,” and “C”protomers, respectively (including 2–
3 non-native residues of the linker used at the N′
termini). In addition, electron density was poor for
residues 375–382, 378–383, and 379–382 of the
“A”, “B,” and “C” protomers, respectively, and hence,
these residues were not modeled. We further
modeled N-acetylglucosamine residues attached to
Asn395 located in a coil preceding the C′ terminal
helix (Fig. 1b, c). Superimposing the three chains
that make the complete trimeric complex reveal that
they adopt nearly identical structures with slight
variations near the T helix, which is the most flexible
part of the structure (Fig. 1d).

The orientation of C helices vary between GP2
domains of different mammarenaviruses

The sequences of the GP2 modules from various
mammarenaviruses are relatively conserved (Fig.
1c); for the ectodomain portion that we crystalized,
GP2LASV displays 68% and 52% sequence identity
compared with GP2LCMV and GP2GTOV, respective-
ly. Likewise, superimposing a single protomer of
GP2LASV with the protomers from GP2LCMV [40] and
GP2GTOV [41] reveals that they share a similar
overall structure (Fig. 2a). Superimposing GP2LASV
with GP2LCMV and GP2GTOV provides RMSDs of
1.95 Å (65 Cα atoms) and 1.14 Å (63 Cα atoms),
respectively. Some deviations in conformation are
apparent at the T helices as well as in the
orientations of the C helices (Fig. 2a). A closer look
at the C helices reveals that these changes in
orientations alter the way they interact with the N
terminal regions of GP2 (Fig. 2b). In GP2LASV, the C
helices adopt an orientation that allows them to
interact closely with the N helices of adjacent
Fig. 2. Comparison of the available GP2 structures from
mammarenaviruses in a post-fusion conformation. (a)
Superimposition of a representative protomer from GP2-
LASV, GP2LCMV, and GP2GTOV colored in marine-blue,
gray, and magenta, respectively, and rendered as Cα
traces. Structural alignment was calculated based on the
conserved N helix. (b) Packing of the C helices against the
central N helices-coiled coil. Superimposition of the
various GP2 structures rendered as ribbons using the
same color codes as in “A” showing the relative orientation
of the C helices. The C helix from one protomer of the
trimer (designated “chain C” and highlighted using bright
colors) is interacting with the N helix of an adjacent
protomer (designated “chain A” and highlighted in dark
colors). A salt bridge that is formed in GP2LASV is shown
using dashed yellow lines. (c) Crystal packing of GP2LASV,
GP2LCMV, and GP2GTOV. The upper row shows a panel of
the different GP2 trimers (magenta) oriented with their
trimeric axes perpendicular to the image plane. The
crystallographic neighbors are colored green, and one C
helix for each trimer is labeled. The lower row shows close-
up views of the C helices and their interactions with the
nearby crystallographic neighbors. Side chains of residues
that participate in forming crystal contacts are represented
with sticks.



Fig. 3. The C helices of GP2LASV pack tighter compared with other GP2s. (a) Inner cavities at a five solvent detection
radii are shown using a surface representation in the structures of GP2LASV, GP2LCMV, and GP2GTOV colored orange,
yellow, and green, respectively. The interaction region of a C helix of GP2LASV that is devoted of cavities compared to
GP2LCMV is marked with an asterisk. (b) A detailed comparison of the C helices packing in GP2LASV and GP2LCMV. The
side-chains of the nearby residues that flank the cavity in the case of GP2LCMV, and occupy the same space of the cavity in
the case of GP2LASV are shown as sticks and labeled. (c) 2Fo − Fc electron density map at σ = 1 is shown as a blue mesh.
The residues that make the hydrophobic core in GP2LASV are labeled in the figure. (d) Views of the hydrophobic cores from
the membrane side along the trimeric axes. GP2LASV is shown on the left-hand side and GP2LCMV is shown on the right-
hand side.
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protomers. This orientation facilitates the formation
of a salt-bridge between Glu413 on the C helices and
Arg314 at the N helices (Fig. 2b). Although both
GP2LCMV and GP2GTOV have equivalent glutamate
residues (Glu419 and Glu399, respectively) and
arginine residues (Arg320 and Arg300, respective-
ly), they are too far from each other in both structures
to interact (Fig. 2b). Rotameric rearrangement of
these residues cannot bring their charged head-
groups close enough to form salt bridges as seen in
GP2LASV. Instead, the C helices of GP2LCMV and
GP2GTOV are closer to the N helices within the same
protomers, leading to altered geometry of the
membrane-proximal region of these GP2s. Observ-
ing the crystallographic packing of the GP2s reveals
that both GP2LASV and GP2LCMV adopt a similar
head-to-tail packing with very similar contacts
formed by their C helices and the nearby head
residues (Fig. 2c). GP2GTOV, on the other hand, is
packed differently in the crystal, causing its C helices
to make distinct contacts with the crystallographic
neighbors (Fig. 2c). Hence, while the unique
crystallographic interactions of GP2GTOV may con-
tribute for its altered C helices' conformation, the
differences between the C helices of GP2LASV and
GP2LCMV likely reflect bona fide variations of the
proteins.

The C helix of GP2LASV forms a tightly packed
hydrophobic core

The diverse orientations of the C helices in the
various GP2 modules may potentially result from
differences in packing against the N helices. As a



Fig. 4. Packing of the C helix affects membrane fusion efficiency. (a) Expression and processing profiles of GPCLASV
compared to GPCLASV–F316I mutant. Western blot analyses show Flag–GPC constructs that were transiently transfected
into HEK293 cells. Unprocessed GPCs as well as the GP2 portion after cleavage are indicated with black arrows.
Detecting α-tubulin was used as a loading control. This image is a representative one out of two independent repeats. (b)
Syncytia formation assay at pH 4.5. Representative raw images from the fusion assay are shown on the left. Membrane
fusion activity of GPCLASV (blue, defined as 100%) was compared to the activity of GPCLASV–F316I mutant (red). Each dot
represents a single repeat. The difference in activity is statistically significant (p b 0.001, two-sided Student's t-test). (c)
Pull-down assay of α-dystroglycan (α-DG). The ability of GPCLASV to pull down α-DG was compared to the ability of
GPCLASV–F316I mutant. Western blot analysis using anti-Flag shows the GPC input. Levels of α-Tubulin are shown as a
loading control of cells extract. Pulled-down levels of α-DG were visualized using an anti-α-DG antibody. This is a
representative experiment from two independent repeats. (d) Expression and processing profiles of GPCLCMV compared to
GPCLCMV––I322F mutant. Western blot analyses show Flag–GPC constructs that were transiently transfected into
HEK293 cells. Unprocessed GPCs as well as the GP2 portion after cleavage are indicated with black arrows. Detecting α-
tubulin was used as a loading control. This image is a representative one out of two independent repeats. (e) The vicinity of
Ile322 of GPCLCMV in the pre-fusion native structure (PDB ID: 5INE) compared to the pre-fusion structure of GPCLASV
(PDB ID: 5VK2). GPCLCMV and GPCLASV are shown as gray and marine-blue ribbons, respectively. Ile322 of GPCLCMV
and the corresponding Phe316 of GPCLASV are shown as sticks as well as the nearby residues as indicated. Semi-
transparent spheres indicate Van der Waals radii of selected residues. (f) Syncytia formation assay at pH 4.0.
Representative raw images from the fusion assay are shown on the left. Membrane fusion activity of GPCLCMV (blue,
defined as 100%) was compared to the activity of GPCLCMV–I322F mutant (red). Each dot represents a single repeat. The
difference in activity is statistically significant (p b 0.001, two-sided Student's t-test). (g and h) The effect of core mutations
on spike-mediated cell entry. Normalized infectivity of pseudo-viruses bearing GPCLASV or GPCLASV–F316I (g) and
GPCLCMV or GPCLCMV–I322F (h), as measured by the luciferase reporter gene. RT-qPCR was used to quantify the
differences in the amounts of pseudotyped viruses, and ΔCT values are shown. Infectivity levels were calculated from
three independent experiments, each consists of multiple technical repeats. The differences are statistically significant
(**p b 0.01, two-sided Student's t-test).
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measure for the packing quality, we examined the
internal cavities in the GP2 modules and found
intriguing differences (Fig. 3a). We first noticed that
all of the GP2 modules have an elaborate set of
internal cavities near the T helices, indicating poor
packing in these regions. This observation helps to
explain the relative excessive motion of the T helices
as indicated by their relative higher B factors (Fig.
1d). The packing near the C helices, on the other
hand, vary in quality, as there are almost no internal
cavities in GP2LASV, while some are visible in
GP2GTOV, and more extensive set of cavities exist
in GP2LCMV (Fig. 3a). To better understand the
source for these differences, we examined the
different residues that mediate the packing of the C
helices in GP2LASV and GP2LCMV (Fig. 3b). Exam-
ining the electron density map in this region indicates
sufficient quality for unambiguous assignment of
rotamers for the key residues that make the
hydrophobic core (Fig. 3c). Since GP2GTOV was
determined at a modest resolution of 4.1 Å [41] in
which assigning correct rotamers is challenging, and
its crystal packing significantly differs from that of
GP2LASV or GP2LCMV (Fig. 2c), we decided to omit it
from this analysis. There are two major differences
between GP2LASV and GP2LCMV: in GP2LASV, two
phenylalanine residues (Phe318 from one N helix
and Phe316 from an adjacent N helix) make
hydrophobic interactions with Ala407 and Ile411
from the C helix (Fig. 3b). In GP2LCMV, on the other
hand, Tyr324 that replaces Phe318 is pointing away
from the core. Also, Ile322 replaces Phe316 of
GP2LASV (Fig. 3b) and is pointing toward the
symmetry axis of the GP2 trimer, making mutual
self-interactions with isoleucine from adjacent pro-
tomers (Fig. 3d). These two changes together with
the relative movement of the C helix in respect to the
N helices (Fig. 2a) reduce the extent of interactions
of the C helix with the N helices and account for the
formation of the large cavities in GP2LCMV (Fig. 3a).

The packing of the C helices influence the
fusogenic activity of GP2

For membrane fusion, the GP2 fusogen un-
dergoes an elaborated series of conformational
changes from its native pre-fusion conformation
[19]. First, it adopts an extended intermediate form,
in which it anchors its fusion peptide into the target
membrane, and then it collapses to form the
characteristic post-fusion hairpin conformation
while bringing the viral and the target membranes
to close vicinity. When the membranes are close
enough, the two outer leaflets of the membranes
merge to form the hemifusion intermediate, followed
by complete fusion and pore formation [19]. Only
upon pore formation, the GP2 can fully achieve its
post-fusion conformation. The formation of the initial
pore does not guarantee fusion as this is a reversible
process, and expansion of the pore is the most
energy-demanding step in the fusion process
(reviewed by Chernomordik and Kozlov [42]).
Given the close proximity to the N′ terminal fusion
peptide and to the C′ terminal trans-membrane
domain, the packing quality of the C helices may
be important for progressing from the hemifusion
intermediate to form the initial pore, as well as to
stabilize the pore to allow expansion.
To test a possible influence of the packing of the C

helices on fusion, we swapped Phe316 of GPCLASV
with isoleucine to generate a variant that would be
more similar to GPCLCMV, presumably reducing the
extant of hydrophobic interactions between the N
and C helices by introducing a cavity in the post-
fusion conformation. We first verified that this variant
efficiently expresses and is processed similarly to
the GPCLASV–WT by following a C′ terminal Flag-tag
versions of these proteins (Fig. 4a). We then tested
the efficiency of GPCLASV–F316I to induce syncytia
formation in HEK293 cells that ectopically express it,
following exposure to low pH (Fig. 4b). Interestingly,
although GPCLASV–F316I induces syncytia forma-
tion, it is less efficient than GPCLASV–WT. Potential-
ly, this reduction in fusogenic activity may result from
reduced binding to the α-DG cellular receptor. We
therefore tested the ability of GPCLASV–F316I to pull
down α-DG and found it to be similar to GPCLASV–
WT (Fig. 4c). We next performed a reciprocal
experiment in GPCLCMV to test a potential effect of
augmenting the interaction between the N and C
helices by reducing the core cavities on membrane
fusion activity. We mutated Ile322 of GPCLCMV to
phenylalanine and tested its expression and pro-
cessing following C′ Flag-tag variants (Fig. 4d).
Although the expression levels of GPCLCMV–I322F
were similar to the expression levels of GPCLCMV–
WT, as can be judged by the levels of the
unprocessed GPC (Fig. 4d), the levels of the cleaved
GP2 portion were lower compared with the WT (Fig.
4d). The reduced amount of processed GPC
indicates that the I322F mutation affects the native
pre-fusion structure of GPCLCMV. Looking at the
structure of the native GPCLCMV (PDB ID: 5INE) [43]
and comparing it to the structure of the native
GPCLASV (PDB ID: 5VK2) [38] reveals that I322F
mutation in GPCLCMV cannot be fully accommodated
due to steric interference with the nearby Phe79 and
His83 (Fig. 4e). Such steric constraints do not exist
in GPCLASV since both Phe79 and His83 are
replaced with smaller Leu73 and Thr77, respectively
(Fig. 4e). Nevertheless, despite reduced levels of
processed GPCLCMV–I322F, it exhibits significantly
augmented membrane fusion activity compared to
GPCLCMV–WT (Fig. 4f). Finally, we tested if these
mutations also affect cell entry of MLV-based
pseudotyped viruses that bear the relevant GPCs.
To account for the variations in the expression levels
of the mutate GPCLCMV versus GPCLCMV–WT, we



Fig. 5. Modulations of the thermal stability of GP2 in the post-fusion conformation by core packing mutations. (a) Nano-
differential scanning fluorimetry thermal melt analysis of GP2LCMV (blue) and GP2LCMV–I322F mutant (red). The first
derivative of the ratio of fluorescence at 350 and 330 nm as a function of temperature is shown. This graph is a
representative one from three independent repeats. (b) SYPRO orange thermo-fluorescence melt experiments of
GP2LCMV (blue) and GP2LCMV–I322F mutant (red). The first derivative of the fluorescence as a function of temperature is
shown. Each curve was derived from an independent repeat and is the average of several technical replicates. Peaks of
local unfolding events that precede the global unfolding are pointed with blue and red arrows for GP2LCMV and GP2LCMV–
I322F, respectively. (c) Nano-differential scanning fluorimetry thermal melt analysis of GP2LASV (blue) and GP2LASV–F316I
mutant (red). The first derivative of the ratio of fluorescence at 350 and at 330 nm as a function of temperature is shown.
This is a representative graph from three independent repeats. (d) SYPRO orange thermo-fluorescence melt experiments
of GP2LASV (blue) and GP2LASV–F316I mutant (red). The first derivative of the fluorescence as a function of temperature is
shown. Each curve was derived from an independent repeat and is the average of several technical replicates. Peaks of
local unfolding events that precede the global unfolding are pointed with blue and red arrows for GP2LASV and GP2LASV–
F316I, respectively. (e) Similarly to “d,” an SYPRO orange thermo-fluorescence melt experiments of GP2LASV (blue) and
GP2LASV–R314A mutant (red).
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normalized entry levels by the amounts of processed
GP2 as indicated by the WB analyses (Fig. 4d), and
further normalized cell entry by the amounts of
pseudotyped viruses as we determined using RT-
qPCR (Fig. 4g and h). Similarly to the effect on cell
fusion (Fig. 4b), F316I mutation in GPCLASV reduced
cell entry levels compared to GPCLASV–WT (Fig.
4 g). Remarkably, I322F mutation in GPCLCMV
increased cell entry levels compared to GPCLCMV–
WT (Fig. 4f), which is consistent with cell fusion
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levels of these proteins (Fig. 4f). Thus, the packing
quality of the hydrophobic core formed by the C
helices at the post-fusion conformation of GP2 is an
important determinant for the membrane fusion
efficiency.

The effect of packing on GP2 thermostability

The energy that drives membrane fusion is
ultimately donated by the change in free energy of
the GPC spike complex upon transitioning from the
metastable native pre-fusion conformation to the
post-fusion state. Theoretically, for measuring such
a change in free energy and evaluating any putative
effect of mutagenesis, one first needs to obtain both
the pre-fusion native spike and the post-fusion GP2
purified with their transmembrane domains. Techni-
cally, however, we do not currently have such
capability. We thus decided to probe the thermosta-
bility of GP2 to gain insights about the effect of
perturbing GP2LASV and GP2LCMV by mutating
Phe316 and Ile322, respectively. We first used
nano-differential scanning fluorimetry (nano-DSF),
which follows the ratio of tryptophan fluorescence at
350 nm and 330 nm to monitor thermal unfolding of
the GP2s. Both GP2LASV and GP2LCMV have two
tryptophan residues each (positions 370 and 386
according to GP2LASV numbering, Fig. 1c). Of these
two positions, the tryptophan residues at the first
position are located at the T helices and are exposed
to solvent, hence not expected to provide a readable
signal during thermal unfolding. The tryptophan
residues at the second position are at the
membrane-distal tips of the GP2s and are forming
part of the hydrophobic cores. Examining the first
derivatives for the thermal unfolding of GP2LCMV and
GP2LCMV–I322F reveals single peaks that corre-
spond to single global unfolding events (Fig. 5a).
Both GP2LCMV and GP2LCMV–I322F exhibit similar
Tm values of about 75 °C.
Since the only tryptophan residue that provides a

fluorescence-change signal upon unfolding in this
experiment is the buried tryptophan at the tip of the
GP2, it can only indicate about the global unfolding
and not about putative local unfolding events that
may include the C helices. We therefore monitored
the change of fluorescence of SYPRO-Orange
during the thermal unfolding of the GP2s. SYPRO-
Orange is a hydrophobic fluorescence dye that
changes fluorescence when interacts with hydro-
phobic moieties of proteins and can thus reveal local
unfolding events. Indeed, monitoring the unfolding of
GP2LCMV provides a complex unfolding curve that
exhibits a distinct transition that precedes the global
unfolding event (Fig. 5b). As expected, the global
unfolding is observed at a lower temperature
compared to the nano-DSF measurement as the
interaction with SYPRO-Orange stabilizes the un-
folded state.
Interestingly, repeating this experiment using
GP2LCMV–I322F indicates that similarly to the
nano-DSF measurement the global unfolding occurs
at the same temperature as in GP2LCMV (Fig. 5b).
However, there is an apparent shift in the transition
that precedes the global unfolding, which occurs at a
higher temperature in GP2LCMV–I322F compared to
GP2LCMV (Fig. 5b). This observation implies that
I322F mutation in LCMV increases the local stability
of the membrane-proximal region of GP2LCMV.
We next measured the thermostability of GP2LASV

and compared it to the thermostability of GP2LASV–
F316I. We first used nano-DSF to evaluate the
global thermostability of the proteins (Fig. 5c).
Surprisingly, GP2LASV–F316I appears to be more
stable compared to GP2LASV with Tm of ~80 °C
compared to ~74 °C for both proteins, respectively
(Fig. 5c). Such increased global thermal stability is
also evident following the fluorescence change of
SYPRO-Orange (Fig. 5d). Interestingly, the unfold-
ing of GP2LASV also exhibits a local transition that
precedes the global unfolding, similarly to GP2LCMV.
Unlike the global unfolding though, this local unfold-
ing occurs at the same temperature in both GP2LASV
and GP2LASV–F316I (Fig. 5d). Thus, introducing the
F316I mutation to GP2LASV stabilizes the global
structure but most likely not through stabilizing the
interaction of the C helices at the membrane-
proximal region.
Observing this complex effect of the F316I

mutation prompted us to test additional mutation.
Arg314 GP2LASV forms a salt-bridge that stabilizes
the interaction between the C and N helices (Fig.
2b). We produced a GP2LASV–R314A variant and
tested its thermostability using SYPRO-Orange (Fig.
5e). The melting profile of GP2LASV–R314A indi-
cates a reduced global thermostability with an
evident change of the local transition as well (Fig.
5e). These changes in thermostability could be
rationalized by the loss of the salt-bridge. Observing
these shifts in the local and global transitions in the
case of GP2LASV–R314A further implies that the
complex profile obtained for GP2LASV–F316I (Fig.
5d) may result from some unpredicted rearrange-
ments of core residues following mutagenesis.

Organization of the cores following mutagenesis

To better understand how the hydrophobic-core
mutations affect the stability of the GP2 modules and
consequently the overall activity of the GPC spike
complexes, we performed molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations for GP2LASV, GP2LASV–F316I, GP2LCMV,
and GP2LCMV–I322F. The conformational dynamics
of each system were studied by four MD simulations,
each of 250 ns. We aggregated the sampled
conformations from the four independent runs and
followed some representative pairwise distances
that may highlight the effect of the mutations on the
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structure. We plotted the pairwise distance distribu-
tions between the inner N helices, and the distances
between the C helices to the two adjacent N helices
(Fig. 6a). Interestingly, in the MD simulations, Ile316
of GP2LASV–F316I arranges at the interface between
the three N helices (Fig. 6b) in a similar fashion to
that of Ile322 in the crystal structure of GP2LCMV (Fig.
3d). As a consequence, Phe318 that mostly interacts
with Phe316 and Ala407 in GPCLASV–WT (narrow
distance distribution of ~0.4 nm for Phe318-Cζ and
Ala407-Cβ, Fig. 6c), is fluctuating between a similar
state and a state in which it points away from the
core underneath the C helix (Fig. 6b, c). The outward
configuration of Phe318 is similar to Tyr324 as seen
in the crystal structure of GP2LCMV (Fig. 3d). This
outward configuration reduces the extent of hydro-
phobic interactions between the C and N helices and
allows the C helices to move closer toward the N
helices compared to GP2LASV–WT (Fig. 6a). Inter-
estingly, whereas the distance of the C helix to the N
helix of the adjacent chain seems to follow a single
normal distribution, the distance between the C helix
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to the N helix from the same chain fluctuates and
adopts a wider two-state distribution in GP2LASV–
F316I (Fig. 6a). Such a longer distance state is
similar in length to the distribution observed in
GP2LASV–WT (Fig. 6a), and it might be needed to
accommodate Phe318.
In GP2LCMV–I322F, the MD simulations reveal that

Phe322 is pointing to the inner space between the N
helices (Fig. 6b), forming hydrophobic interactions
around the symmetry axis of the trimer. Due to the
larger side-chain of the phenylalanine compared to
isoleucine, the N helices in GP2LCMV–I322F slightly
move apart from each other (Fig. 6a). Noteworthy,
during the simulations, Phe322 also samples a
rotamer that brings its side-chain to a close proximity
with Ile417 (i.e., 0.8 nm or less for Phe322-Cζ and
Ile417-Cβ) that is on the C helix (Fig. 6d), which in
turn samples a longer distance to the same-chain N
helix to make room for the Phe322 side-chain (Fig.
6a). Although transient, this Phe322–Ile417 interac-
tion contributes to stabilizing the C helix. The main
reason for the transient nature of this interaction is
the inability of Tyr324 of GP2LCMV to stabilize this
hydrophobic core as Phe318 of GP2LASV does (Fig.
3d).

LASV has more efficient fusion machinery
compared to LCMV

Following our observations that GP2LASV forms a
more elaborated set of hydrophobic interactions
between its C and N helices compared to GP2LCMV,
we further compared the fusogenic potential of the
GPCs derived from these two viruses. GPCLASV and
GPCLCMV are expressed and processed to overall
similar levels in HEK293 cells as indicated by WB
analysis (Fig. 7a). In side-by-side comparisons using
Fig. 6. MD simulations reveal the structural rearrangem
distances between the helices. The distributions of distanc
simulations for each protein and measuring the three relevant
distances are indicated with dashed lines. The upper panel of
GP2LASV–F316I in blue and red, respectively. The lower pane
and GP2LCMV–I322F in blue and red, respectively. The N helix
of residue 316 for GP2LASV and between Cα atoms of residue
calculated between Cα atoms of residue 316 to the Cα atom o
residue 322 and Cα atom of Ile417 in the case of GP2LCMV. Th
same chain as well as for pairs that are located on two nea
snapshots that were taken from the MD simulations of GP2LA
illustrate common configurations of the core residues. (c) R
distributions between Cζ atom of Phe318 and Cβ atom of Ala
respectively. Short distances (~0.4 nm) indicate that Phe318 p
and long distances (~0.6 nm) indicate that Phe318 points ou
GP2LASV and GP2LCMV–I322F, respectively. Distance distribut
Cβ atom of Ile411 for GP2LASV (blue) or Ile417 for GP2LCMV–
indicate that the phenylalanine interacts with the isoleucine
phenylalanine points toward the central region between the N h
Distance distributions between Cζ atom of Tyr324 and Cβ ato
and red, respectively. Distances of about 0.6 nm indicate that
syncytia formation assay, the GPCLASV seems to be
a better fusogen compared to GPCLCMV (Fig. 7b).
Furthermore, pseudotyped viruses bearing the GPC-
LASV are more efficient in cell entry compared to ones
that bear GPCLCMV (Fig. 7c). Thus, GPCLASV makes
a more efficient fusogen compared to GPCLCMV.
Discussion

LASV is the most virulent of the Old World
mammarenaviruses. In this study, we investigated
the post-fusion state of its GP2 module (Fig. 1b). We
found that GP2LASV adopts a canonical post-fusion
structure that is similar to the determined structures
of GP2LCMV [40] and of GP2GTOV [41] (Figs. 1b and
2a), despite a previous observation by electron
microscopy that suggested otherwise [39]. Structural
analysis indicated some differences between GP2-
LASV and the other GP2 from mammarenaviruses for
which structural data are available. Specifically, the
packing of the C helices against the N helices that
make together the most membrane-proximal region
of GP2 differs in the available models (Fig. 2b).
Compared to GP2LCMV, GP2LASV forms more hydro-
phobic interactions between its C helices and its N
helices (Fig. 3b), minimizing the formation of
energetically unfavored hydrophobic cavities in this
region (Fig. 3a). The change in free energy that is
associated with the transition from the pre-fusion
native state of the complete spike complex to the
post-fusion state of its GP2 is ultimately driving
membrane fusion. While the global collapse of the
extended intermediate into the helical bundle con-
figuration is needed to bring the viral and the host
membranes into close proximity, we speculate that
the interaction of the C helices with the N helices,
ents following mutagenesis. (a) Accumulated pairwise
es were calculated from aggregating the four different
distances in each time-step. In each image, the measured
images shows distance distributions for GP2LASV–WT and
l of images shows distance distributions for GP2LCMV–WT,
to N helix distances were calculated between the Cα atoms
322 for GP2LCMV. The N helix to C helix distances were

f Ile411 in the case of GP2LASV and between Cα atoms of
ese distances were calculated both for pairs that are on the
rby chains. (b) Snapshot from the MD simulations. Two
SV–F316I (left) and GP2LCMV–I322F (right) are shown and
otameric configuration of Phe318 of GP2LASV. Distance
407 in GP2LASV–WT and GP2LASV–F316I in blue and red,
oints toward the hydrophobic core underneath the C helix,
tward. (d) Rotameric configuration of Phe316/Phe322 of
ions between Cζ atoms of the phenylalanine residues and
I322F (red) are indicated. Short distances (below 0.8 nm)
, and larger distances (above 0.8 nm) indicate that the
elices. (e) Rotameric configuration of Tyr324 of GP2LCMV.
m of Ala413 in GP2LCMV–WT and GP2LCMV–I322F in blue
Tyr324 points outward from the hydrophobic core.



Fig. 7. The spike complex of LASV is more efficient than of LCMV in driving cell entry. (a) Expression and processing
profiles of GPCLASV compared to GPCLCMV. Western blot analyses show Flag–GPC constructs that were transiently
transfected into HEK293 cells. UnprocessedGPCs as well as the GP2 portion after cleavage are indicated with black arrows.
Detecting α-tubulin was used as a loading control. This image is a representative one out of two independent repeats. (b)
Membrane fusion activities measured by syncytia formation assays at pH 4.0. The level of activity for both GPCLASV and
GPCLCMV was evaluated in multiple independent experiments. The fusion efficiency of GPCLCMV is significantly (p b 0.001,
two-sided Student's t-test) lowered compared with GPCLASV. (c) Cell entry levels of MLV-based pseudotyped viruses bearing
GPC spike complexes from LASV and LCMV. Amount of pseudotyped viruses were determined using RT-qPCR and used to
normalize infectivity data. Cell entry levels were measured by luciferase activity. This assay was repeated three independent
times. The difference in cell entry is statistically significant (p b 0.001, two-sided Student's t-test).
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which most likely represents the last “zipping” step of
the GP2 fusogen, would be specifically important for
promoting the fusion pore formation and for stabiliz-
ing it before expansion. Our data support this
hypothesis as reducing the interaction strength by
introducing a F316I mutation to GPCLASV reduces its
membrane fusion and cell entry activities (Fig. 4b
and g). More strikingly, increasing the interaction
between these helices by introducing an I322F
mutation to GPCLCMV augmented its fusogenic
activity (Fig. 4f) and promoted more efficient cell
entry (Fig. 4h).
Thermostability measurements of the GP2 vari-

ants indicated that in the case of GP2LCMV,
introducing the I322F mutation did not affect the
global melting temperature (Fig. 5a) but did increase
the temperature of the observed local rearrangement
that precedes global unfolding (Fig. 5b). The MD
simulations indicated that Phe322 in GP2LCMV
maintains strong hydrophobic core near the 3-fold
symmetry axis (Fig. 6b) like Ile322 (Fig. 3d),
probably contributing for the global thermostability.
In addition, Phe322 in GP2LCMV also contributes to
the interaction with the C helix by pointing toward
Ile417 (Fig. 6d) in a fraction of the time. These
interactions that only form in the mutated GP2LCMV
provide an explanation for local thermostability gain
(Fig. 5b) and rationalize the augmented fusogenic
potential of the mutated GPCLCMV (Fig. 4f and h).
Considering GP2LASV, the surprising increase in

the global thermostability of GP2LASV upon introduc-
ing the F316I mutation is rationalized by the
formation of a tightly packed hydrophobic interac-
tions between the N helices by the three Ile316, as
indicated by the MD simulations (Fig. 6b), which is
lacking in the unmutated GP2LASV. This observation
suggests that a major determinant for the global
stability of GP2 is the strength of interactions
between the central helices. Interestingly, the
F316I mutation in GP2LASV that negatively affected
the fusogenic activity of GPCLASV did not seem to
lower the temperature for the first local transition, as
might have been expected. An explanation for that
could be that nearby residues, like Phe318, (Fig. 3b)
that helps to form tighter packing in this region of
GP2LASV are able to maintain some interactions with
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the C helix and prevent changes in the temperature
of unfolding for this local region. The MD simulations
support this idea as Phe318 of GP2LASV is frequently
shuttling between the outward and inward configu-
rations (Fig. 6c). Nevertheless, the strength of
interactions between the C and N helices in GP2-
LASV–F316I is reduced, which ultimately affects the
function of GPCLASV–F316I (Fig. 4b and g).
Our structural and biochemical data suggest that

the extent of stabilizing interactions that the C helices
makewith theNhelices at the post-fusion state ofGP2
affects the fusogenic potential of the spike complex. In
a side-by-side comparison, the GPCLASV is more
efficient than GPCLCMV in promoting membrane
fusion (Fig. 7b) as well as cell entry of pseudotyped
viruses (Fig. 7c). While more efficient GPCLASV-
mediated cell entry could be partially explained by
the unique mechanism of LASV [36] that binds
LAMP1 [34] as a way to coordinate spike triggering
for efficient cell entry [35], the more efficient cell fusion
activity is likely influenced by bona fide differences in
the fusogenic abilities of the two proteins. A better
fusogenic potential would be a beneficial property for
viruses as it increases their chances to penetrate their
target cells successfully. The differences in the
packing quality of the C helices that our current
study revealed, makes up one of the factors that allow
GPCLASV to fuse membranes more efficiently com-
pared to GPCLCMV and ultimately contributes to the
higher virulence of LASV compared to some of the
other viruses of this family.
Materials and Methods

Vector construction and baculovirus production

Codon-optimized synthetic genes (GenScript)
encoding for GPCLASV (Josiah) and GPCLCMV
(Armstrong) were served as templates for PCR to
generate GP2LASV and GP2LCMV that were sub-
cloned into the pACgp67b expression vector (BD
Biosynthesis) to include an N-terminal 6XHis tag
followed by TEV protease cleavage site. For high-
level expression, baculoviruses were produced by
co-transfecting sf9 cells with 0.3 μg of GP2LASV-
pACgp67b or GP2LCMV-pACgp67b and 0.25 μg of
linearized baculovirus genome (AB-vector) using
Escort-IV transfection reagent (Sigma). Four days
later, media with viral particles were collected (P0),
and viral titers were amplified by infecting fresh cells
growing in suspension for 7 days (P1, P2). Subse-
quently, media with amplified viruses were collected.

Protein expression and purification

Two liters of Tni cells at 1 M cells/mL in ESF-921
medium (Expression Systems) was infected with
amplified viruses. Supernatants containing the se-
creted protein were collected after 3 days, were
supplemented with 0.02% (w/v) sodium azide,
100 μM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 40 mM
Tris (pH −8), and were subsequently buffer ex-
changed to TBS [20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 150 mM
sodium chloride and 0.02% (w/v) sodium azide].
Protein was captured frommedia using HiTrap IMAC
FF Ni2+ affinity column (GE Healthcare) and further
purified using Superdex200 10/300 size exclusion
chromatography (GE Healthcare). Protein was then
cleaved by TEV protease overnight at 30 °C in TBS.
Subsequently, the cleaved protein was isolated
using Superdex200 10/300 size exclusion chroma-
tography (GE Healthcare). For crystallization exper-
iments, the protein was concentrated to 11 mg/mL in
TBS using an Amicon concentration (Millipore).

Crystallization

Protein was crystallized using hanging-drop vapor
diffusion method. Initial crystallization conditions
were identified in sitting-drop vapor diffusion crystal-
lization experiments set by a Mosquito crystallization
robot (TTP Labs). For crystallization experiments,
we used sets of 60, 120, and 180 nL drops of protein
mixed with 120 nL reservoirs of commercially
available crystallization screens. Initial crystallization
hits appeared at 20 °C using PEGRx HT (Hampton)
screen and were then manually optimized. Crystals
suitable for x-ray data collection were obtained after
mixing a protein with well solution in a ratio of 1:1
with 100 mM Bis–Tris (pH −6.5), 500 mM sodium
potassium tartrate tetrahydrate, 6.0% (w/v) PEG
10000, 15 mM HCl, and 3% (w/v) diamino-pentane-
dihydrochloride.

Data collection, structure solution, and refine-
ment

X-ray diffraction data were collected at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility beamline
ID29 using a PILATUS 6 M detector. Diffraction data
were collected from crystals at 100 °K. Diffraction
data were indexed and integrated using XDS [45]
and scaled using Aimless [46]. Molecular replace-
ment solution was found using Phaser [47]. Model
building and refinement were done in an iterative
fashion using Coot [48] and Phenix [49], respective-
ly. For structure validation, we used MolProbity [50].

Cell–cell fusion assay

HEK293T cells were seeded (~150,000 cells/well)
in a 24-well plate pre-coated with poly-L-lysine
(Sigma). Cells were transfected 24 h later with
0.4 μg DNA of the indicated GPC constructs using
polyethyleneimine 40,000 Da (Polysciences).
Twenty-four hours later, cells were rinsed once
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with growing media supplemented with 20 mM MES
and titrated to pH 4.0 or 4.5, and were incubated with
the same media for 10 min before washing and
incubation with regular HEK293T media for 2 h at
37 °C for recovery. Afterward, cells were fixed in
3.7% (v/v) formaldehyde solution (J.T. Baker) in
phosphate-buffered saline (Biological Industries) for
10 min. Phase images of syncytia were taken at ×10
magnification using a phase microscope, and their
boundaries were automatically selected using the
versatile wand tool of ImageJ [51]. Activity is
expressed as percent of the syncytia area in the
total area of the field of view.

Pseudotyped viruses production and cell entry
assays

MLV-based pseudo-typed viruses that deliver
luciferase reporter gene when enter cells were
produced by transfecting retroviral transfer vector
pLXIN-Luc (pLXIN-Luc was a gift from Alice Wong—
Addgene plasmid no. 60683) along with pcDNA
plasmids encoding the envelope GPCLASV or GPC-
LCMV into the GP2-293 Retroviral packaging cell line
(Clontech). Media containing pseudotyped viruses
were collected 48 post-transfection. Viral containing
media were subsequently supplemented with PEG
6000 (Sigma) in phosphate-buffered saline to a final
concentration of 8% (w/v) and incubated for 18 h at
4 °C. Viruses were then pelleted by centrifugation at
10,000g for 20 min. Pellets of viruses were resus-
pended in cell media. To test cell entry potential of
the GPCs, we seeded 30,000 HEK293T cells on
poly-L-lysine pre-coated white, chimney 96-well
plates (Greiner Bio-One). Cells were left to adhere
for 24 h, followed by the addition of 50 μL of
concentrated pseudotyped viruses. Cells were
washed from viruses at 18 h post-infection, and
luminescence from the activity of luciferase was
measured at 48 h post-infection using a TECAN
plate reader (LabX) after applying 100 μL Bright-Glo
reagent (Promega) on cells. For comparing infectiv-
ity, the reads were normalized by the amount of
processed GPC as determined by densitometry
analysis (ImageJ [51]) of the GP2 bands.

RT-qPCR quantification of pseudotyped viruses

To quantify pseudotyped viruses, we used RT-
qPCR for determining the RNA levels of the
Luciferase reporter gene. Media containing virus
like particles was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm 4 °C for
10 min, and 50 μL from the supernatant was treated
with 2 μg/ml RNAse A (Bio Basic Inc) for 10 min at
RT. To inhibit RNAse A activity, 40 units of RNase
inhibitor murine (NEB) were added and reaction was
incubated for 10 min at 37 °C. RNA was than
prepared from treated media using RNAeasy mini
kit (Qiagen). To eliminate remnants of the
Luciferase-containing retroviral vectors, RNA was
treated with RNAse-free DNAse (NEB) for 10 min at
37 °C, followed by heat inactivation in 75 °C for
10 min. Thereafter, cDNA was prepared from RNA
using high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit
(Applied Biosystems). cDNA was then diluted 1:40
and subjected to quantitative PCR (qPCR) using
specific primers for Luciferase, and Fast SYBR
green master mix (Applied Biosystems).

α-DG pull-down assay

HEK293T cells were transfected with Flag-tagged
GPCLASV, GPCLCMV and their mutant variants. At 48 h
post-transfection, cells were lysed with Triton buffer
[50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM sodium chloride,
1 mM EDTA, 0.5% (v/v) Triton]. Lysates were clarified
by centrifugation, and supernatants were incubated
with EZview Red anti-Flag beads (Sigma-Aldrich).
Beads were then washed and incubated with whole-
cell lysates of non-transfected cells prepared in NETI
buffer [50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM sodium
chloride, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% (v/v) octylphenoxypo-
lyethoxyethanol (IGEPAL; Sigma)]. Beads were
washed, and proteins were eluted using a 3× Flag
peptide (Sigma-Aldrich). Eluents were boiled in sam-
ple buffer and subjected to SDS-PAGE and immuno-
blotting using anti-α-DG. As a control GPCLASV,
GPCLCMV and their mutant derivatives expression
levels were examined. Lysates were further subjected
to Western blot analyses using anti FLAG (Thermo
Fisher) and anti-α-tubulin antibodies, clone DM1A
(Millipore) for expression and load controls.

SYPRO-Orange fluorescence melt assay

Protein melt experiments were performed using a
StepOne Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher) in
a 96-well format by monitoring the change in
fluorescence of SYPRO® Orange (Sigma). Protein
aliquots in thin-wall (low-profile) PCR plates (Axy-
gen) at 12.5 μg/well in the presence of 90X
SYPRO® Orange protein gel stain solution (Sigma)
in an acidic buffer [20 mM sodium citrate (pH −5),
150 mM NaCl, 2% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide, 0.02%
(w/v) sodium azide] at final volumes of 25 μL were
analyzed. Plates were sealed using Platemax®
UltraClear sealing film (Axygen). A linear gradient
of temperature ranging from 25 to 90 °C was used
for the melt experiments. The temperature was
ramped at a rate of 0.2 °C/min.

Nano-differential scanning fluorimetry

To determine the Tm of GP2LASV, GP2LCMV, and
their mutant variants, a label-free nDSF was utilized.
To measure the melting temperatures, 10 μL of each
GP2 at 0.9 mg/mL was aspirated into the glass
capillary tubes and analyzed at a scan rate of 0.5 °C/
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min from 25 °C to 90 °C. The software analyzed the
thermal denaturation curve and determined the
onset and melting temperatures of each protein.

MD simulations

The conformational stability of GP2LASV and GP2-
LCMV as well as their mutants was studied by MD
simulations carried out using GROMACS 2019.0 [52]
with the AMBER99SB-ILDN force-field [53]. All models
were solvated with water molecules (TIP3P), and
sodium and chloride ions were added to achieve a
concentration of 0.125 M, with adjustments to neutral-
ize the system. The solvated models were energy
minimized and followed by PT and NPT equilibration
runs of 100 ps each. To allow a smaller simulation box,
twoCAatoms in the upper helices of each chain (Ile334
and His354 in GP2LASV, Leu340, and His360 in
GP2LCMV) were positionally restrained to avoid tum-
bling of the trimer. For each model, four MD runs of
250 ns each were performed. All distance measure-
ment histograms in each model are combined from the
four runs.Missing residues inGP2LASVandGP2LCMVat
the head domains were modeled using SWISS-
MODEL [54], and point mutations were modeled
using Coot [48].

Data availability

The coordinate file and structure factors are
available at the Protein Data Bank under accession
number 5OMI.
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